Fortify ScanCentral

With Fortify ScanCentral, you can better manage your resources by offloading code analysis tasks from your build machines to remote sensors provided for this purpose.

1. **Lighten the load**
With Fortify ScanCentral, you can better manage your resources by offloading code analysis tasks from your build machines to remote sensors provided for this purpose.

2. **Enjoy flexible licensing**
Flexible licensing allows teams to choose between scanning methodologies based on need, whether that’s CI/CD, ad-hoc, or scheduled.

3. **Integrate with popular build tools**
Integrate with tools such as Maven, Gradle, and MSBuild, with optimal settings provided automatically, based on the build configuration.

4. **Enable scaling**
Dynamically scale up or down to meet the changing demands of the CI/CD pipeline.

5. **Strengthen your AppSec program**
By using ScanCentral as an orchestration platform, a small team of AppSec professionals can support an entire organization.

---

**Integrate with Popular Build Tools**
- Maven
- Gradle
- MSBuild
- MAKE
- Apache Ant

**Learn more about Fortify ScanCentral**

[Watch the video](#)